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Abstract
Psychology researchers have long attempted to identify educational practices that improve student learning. However,
experimental research on these practices is often conducted in laboratory contexts or in a single course, which threatens
the external validity of the results. In this article, we establish an experimental paradigm for evaluating the benefits of
recommended practices across a variety of authentic educational contexts—a model we call ManyClasses. The core
feature is that researchers examine the same research question and measure the same experimental effect across many
classes spanning a range of topics, institutions, teacher implementations, and student populations. We report the first
ManyClasses study, in which we examined how the timing of feedback on class assignments, either immediate or
delayed by a few days, affected subsequent performance on class assessments. Across 38 classes, the overall estimate
for the effect of feedback timing was 0.002 (95% highest density interval = [−0.05, 0.05]), which indicates that there
was no effect of immediate feedback compared with delayed feedback on student learning that generalizes across
classes. Furthermore, there were no credibly nonzero effects for 40 preregistered moderators related to class-level and
student-level characteristics. Yet our results provide hints that in certain kinds of classes, which were undersampled
in the current study, there may be modest advantages for delayed feedback. More broadly, these findings provide
insights regarding the feasibility of conducting within-class randomized experiments across a range of naturally occurring
learning environments.
Keywords
reproducibility, experiment, education, evidence-based practices, feedback, open data, open materials, preregistration
Received 5/7/19; Revision accepted 6/6/21

A teacher designing a lesson will encounter dozens of
decision points: How should the lesson be sequenced?
What kinds of visual aids should be incorporated? When
should students receive feedback? A central goal of psychological research on human learning and memory is
to provide answers to these kinds of questions, thereby
improving teaching practices and student outcomes. This
pursuit within psychological science aims to translate
findings from basic research into educational contexts
and provide an evidentiary base to support teaching
practices in accordance with the understanding of how
people learn (Benassi et al., 2014; National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018). However,
instructional strategies that appear to be effective in
laboratory settings do not necessarily translate smoothly
into classroom practice. Indeed, teachers sometimes discount the validity and applicability of empirical findings

to their own courses (Andrews & Lemons, 2015), which
may be one reason that teachers engage in more lecturebased and less active-learning methods than evidence
indicates is merited (Freeman et al., 2014; Knight &
Wood, 2005).
To provide a more ecologically valid evidence base
for effective teaching and learning strategies, some psychologists have used experiments in classrooms to examine the benefits of, for example, sequencing study
materials (e.g., Carvalho et al., 2016), practicing memory
retrieval (e.g., Anderson et al., 2013; Gurung & Burns,
2019), and self-regulating study (e.g., Wakeling & Robertson, 2017), but the references listed above found evidence that diverges somewhat from the canon of
established laboratory results. What should one make of
these conflicting results? Do they suggest that laboratory
findings have limited relevance to classroom practice?
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Or instead, do they simply reveal that instructional practices will not work all the time in all situations?
Unfortunately, these applied educational experiments
are often conducted in very narrow contexts (e.g., in
single classrooms on a single topic with researchers who
vigilantly curate and monitor the study to ensure compliance); thus, it can be easy to dismiss conflicting results
as idiosyncratic to the specific context. Yet these idiosyncratic educational contexts are precisely those that
psychological research aims to improve (Koedinger
et al., 2013; Motz et al., 2018). To provide legitimate
estimates of the benefits of recommended practices in
authentic educational environments, rigorous, experimental research that extends beyond the bounds of any
single class is needed. To that end, the goal of the current study is to establish a paradigm for evaluating the
generalizability of recommended educational practices
across a variety of educational contexts—a model we
call ManyClasses.

The ManyClasses Model
To investigate the generalizable effects of an educational
practice, one needs to collect independent samples from
many different contexts—in this case, across many
classes. Rather than conducting an education experiment
that is embedded in just one course (e.g., introductory
psychology), a ManyClasses study examines the same
research question across multiple courses spanning a
range of topics, institutions, teacher implementations,
and student populations. To be clear, the goal is not
merely to increase the sheer number of classrooms in
which the experiment is conducted. There are existing
examples of such studies; for instance, Rohrer et al.
(2020) investigated the sequencing of study materials in
57 middle school classrooms, and Booth et al. (2015)
tested the role of worked examples with students in 28
different algebra classrooms. These studies, although
rigorous and on a larger scale than is typical, are still
limited to examining relatively homogeneous contexts
(e.g., high school algebra courses) with topic-specific
materials that are created by or in conjunction with the
research team.
In contrast, a ManyClasses study will investigate educational practices across a variety of class contexts with
the goal of maintaining the rigor of a randomized experiment while also allowing teachers the flexibility to prepare materials that are authentic to their institutional and
disciplinary norms. By drawing the same experimental
contrast across many different educational implementations and then analyzing pooled results, we can assess
the degree to which an experimental effect might yield
benefits generalizing across educational settings, student
populations, subject areas, and course types. This
approach is intended to target three related design issues
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that contribute to understanding generalizability: replication (i.e., test in many independent samples), variation
(i.e., test across contexts that vary on numerous dimensions), and ecological validity (i.e., test with authentic
teacher-created materials).
In practice, a ManyClasses experiment is embedded in
courses in which researchers manipulate a theoretically
motivated variable (e.g., immediate vs. delayed feedback,
worked examples vs. problems to solve). Participating
teachers create assignments that are normative for their
discipline and present them to their students as part of
their normal classroom routine. Using random assignment at the student or class level, students receive different versions of assignments. Finally, teachers report
relevant learning outcomes (e.g., exam scores) corresponding to the different assignments, and researchers
analyze anonymized pooled results.
The ManyClasses model responds to the current call
for prioritizing replicability in psychology in a unique
way. As LeBel and colleagues (2017) noted, replications
vary in how similar or dissimilar they are to the original
observation. On one end of the continuum are near
exact replications, which are the same on all features
under the experimenter’s control. However, ManyClasses
lies on the other end of the continuum because the
conditions in ManyClasses will be far from identical
across different classes and will reflect natural variation
in instructor preferences and disciplinary norms. Thus,
although there will be a critical feature related to the
research question that is manipulated in all classes (e.g.,
feedback presented immediately vs. a delay), there will
be many varying contextual factors (e.g., class size, discipline, number of test items, test performance). Furthermore, some of these varying contextual factors will be
directly related to how teachers choose to implement the
target manipulation (e.g., frequency and value of treatment assignments), which is the type of variability typically removed via experimental control. A ManyClasses
study embraces this variability because if the aim is to
provide practical recommendations to support student
learning in real classes, researchers ought to examine
the generalizability of effects across a diversity of possible implementations.
In that respect, ManyClasses resembles the “metastudies” approach (Baribault et al., 2017), in which researchers test an experimental effect across many minor
variations of the experimental setup. Rather than holding
outside factors constant, a metastudies approach strategically varies them across many “microexperiments” to
examine the generalizability of an effect over and above
these variations. In ManyClasses, each class represents
a sort of microexperiment (with factors that are not
systematically varied but that naturally vary across
classes), which allows us to estimate the generalizable
effect size of a manipulation beyond each individual
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classroom implementation. This emphasis on multiple
independent samples is shared with other “Many” efforts
in psychology, including Many Labs (Klein et al., 2014,
2018), Many Babies (Frank et al., 2017), and Many Primates (Bohn et al., 2019). For example, the initial Many
Labs study examined the replicability of 13 experiments
across 36 independent laboratories with more than 6,000
participants (Klein et al., 2014). The key difference is
ManyClasses’s explicit focus on heterogeneous samples
and highly dissimilar replications.

ManyClasses 1 on the Effects
of Feedback
In this article, we report the first ManyClasses study,
which focused on a specific recommended educational
practice: the provision of feedback on class assignments.
Feedback is a common practice incorporated in nearly
every class that often has positive effects on learning
(e.g., Fyfe & Brown, 2018; Hattie & Timperley, 2007;
Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). However, there is considerable
controversy over the optimal timing of feedback and the
conditions under which immediate feedback is beneficial. It has long been assumed that feedback should be
provided as soon as possible after a student response
to best modify performance (e.g., Skinner, 1954). Furthermore, in a meta-analysis, it was concluded that
immediate feedback was more effective than delayed
feedback in classroom settings (Kulik & Kulik, 1988).
Not surprisingly, many recommendations to educators
specify that feedback should be provided immediately
to have the greatest impact (e.g., Benassi et al., 2014;
Booth et al., 2017). For example, one of the practice
guides published by the What Works Clearinghouse for
college instructors recommends “providing immediate
feedback” with automated student response systems
(Dabbagh et al., 2019).
However, recent arguments and data suggest that the
benefits of immediate feedback may be limited to specific outcomes (e.g., speed of acquisition) and that
delayed feedback may be optimal for knowledge retention (e.g., Mullet et al., 2014). Researchers in a recent
report claimed to outline three key findings from the
feedback literature that are “robust, well-replicated,
and critical to understanding how people learn,” and
one was that “delaying feedback produces better learning and retention” than immediate feedback (Butler &
Woodward, 2018, p. 23). Among the argued benefits of
delayed feedback is that it provides spaced study (students
study the content when they complete the assignment and
when they receive feedback after a delay). Given the
opposing nature of these recommendations, research is
urgently needed to investigate the timing of feedback
and the generalizability of the effects of immediate

feedback on student learning outcomes across a variety
of authentic classroom contexts.

The Current Study
In the current study, we compared the effects of immediate feedback (i.e., feedback provided immediately after
an assignment is submitted) with delayed feedback (i.e.,
feedback provided several days after an assignment is
submitted) on online homework assignments. However,
when implemented in real classes, there is often a confound between immediate and delayed feedback: Viewing
immediate feedback is automatic (because it appears
immediately after submitting an online assignment), but
viewing delayed feedback is optional (because it requires
reaccessing an assignment). To account for this difference, we also compared the effects of incentivizing students to view the feedback with not incentivizing
students to view the feedback. More broadly, our goal
was to develop a model for conducting randomized
experiments in a wide range of naturally occurring
classes spanning a range of course types, institutions,
teacher implementations, and student populations.

Disclosures
Preregistration
A time-stamped, independent, read-only registration of this
article and protocol is available at https://osf.io/q84t7/,
under the heading “Registrations” (dated July 22, 2019).

Data, materials, and online resources
The study materials, deidentified data, and analysis
scripts are available at https://osf.io/q84t7/.

Reporting
Below we report how we determined our sample size,
all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures
in the study.

Ethical approval
The multisite experimental procedures, materials, and
recruitment protocol were approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board. Furthermore, each
participating institution provided a letter from a signatory official granting a Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) exception so that a researcher could
access instructors’ Canvas course sites and student
enrollment data. All participating students provided
informed consent electronically, and the study was
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carried out in accordance with the provisions of the
World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.

Method
Participants
Researchers posted an online call for applications to
interested instructors in Spring 2019. In addition, to facilitate institution-level approval, the researchers proactively
sought applications and approval from institutional members of the Unizin Consortium. This included outreach
on social media and university listservs, in-person visits
to interested institutions, a presentation at the Unizin
Summit in April 2019, and a series of informational webinars. These efforts occurred from February 2019 to July
2019. The call for applications described the goals and
procedures of ManyClasses1 included a list of the requirements to apply, and contained a link to an online application. To be comparable with the scale of the inceptive
Many Labs project (Klein et al., 2014), we aimed to recruit
about 36 classes. College instructors were eligible to
apply if they were teaching a for-credit undergraduate
course in Fall 2019 that (a) used Canvas (Instructure, Salt
Lake City, UT) as the online learning management system,
(b) included at least two Canvas quiz assignments that
were automatically scored, (c) included a measure of
student learning that was administered after the quizzes
and that assessed the content from each quiz using different items, and (d) had a projected enrollment of at
least 20 students. We selected classes that were already
using Canvas to lower the demands on instructors (e.g.,
they did not have to learn a new system) and to manipulate the timing of feedback using standard features that
were available to them.
A total of 46 instructors applied to have their classes
participate. Two instructors were removed for not meeting the stated criteria, five instructors did not reply to
our follow-up e-mails, and one withdrew shortly after
applying. We selected all the remaining 38 classes from
15 different institutions (15 campuses within five university systems), which resulted in a total enrollment of
2,917 students (76.8 per class on average). None of the
selected classes withdrew from the study, leaving a final
sample of 38 classes. See Table 1 for a brief overview
of each class. Of the 2,917 enrolled students, 2,331
(79.9%) consented to release their course data to the
research team by electronically signing a consent form
as well as a FERPA waiver. Consenting students were
included in the analysis if they completed at least one
assignment with immediate feedback and at least one
assignment with delayed feedback (thus receiving exposure to both treatments) and completed at least one
posttest assessment in each condition. Of the consenting
students, 250 (10.7%) did not complete at least one
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assignment in each condition and/or did not complete
at least one posttest assessment in each condition. Of
the included participants, 1,496 were in classes assigned
to incentivized feedback, and 585 were in classes
assigned to nonincentivized feedback. As shown in
Table 1, participants were enrolled in classes across five
university systems and across 15 different disciplines
with varying class sizes.

Design
The study was a posttest-only randomized experiment
with a 2 × 2 design that included a Feedback Timing
(Immediate vs. Delayed) × Incentivized Feedback (Incentivized vs. Nonincentivized) interaction. Within each
class, all enrolled students were randomly sorted into
two groups on Canvas. Then, groups of students were
randomly assigned to different treatment orders (assignments with immediate feedback first or assignments with
delayed feedback first). Thus, feedback timing was
manipulated as a within-subjects factor. This withinsubjects design was selected to enhance power to detect
effects and to maintain ethics when conducting research
in classes (e.g., ensuring students were exposed to same
treatments). In addition, classes were randomly assigned
to incentivize or not incentivize students to look at the
feedback (e.g., earn points on a follow-up assignment
if they looked at the feedback and reported on it). Thus,
incentivized feedback was manipulated as a betweensubjects factor at the class level. This design ensured
that within a class, all students were exposed to the same
assignment variations but staggered in time (e.g., some
students received immediate feedback on the first assignment and delayed feedback on the second assignment;
some students received the reverse). The dependent
variable was students’ scores on an assessment (e.g.,
items from a course exam) that assessed the content
knowledge from each assignment.

Procedure
Throughout the Fall 2019 semester, all students enrolled
in participating classes completed their courses as they
normally would. Courses varied in content, format, style,
and so on according to instructor preference and disciplinary norms; however, each course included quiz
assignments with feedback administered via Canvas. The
course had to include a minimum of two treatment quiz
assignments that were approximately matched in length
and difficulty to ensure that each student was assigned
at least one quiz with immediate feedback and one quiz
with delayed feedback. The actual number of treatment
quizzes in a class ranged from two to 18 (i.e., one to
nine per feedback condition). At the beginning of the
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Table 1. Brief Overview of Each Participating Class
Class ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

University

Discipline

Format

Total enrollment

Sample size

UMN
PSU
UMN
UMN
PSU
IU
PSU
UMich
UMN
UN
UN
UN
PSU
UMich
PSU
PSU
IU
PSU
PSU
UN
UMN
PSU
IU
IU
IU
IU
IU
IU
IU
PSU
PSU
UMN
IU
IU
UMich
UN
IU
IU

History
Biology
Biology
Biology
Chemistry
Chemistry
Communication
Chemistry
Chemistry
Engineering
Computer science
Family studies
Engineering
Computer science
Business
Business
Computer science
Business
Business
Biology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Chemistry
Criminal justice
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Physics
Psychology
Business
Sociology
Language
Computer science
Ecology
Business
Business

In person
Online
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
Online
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
Hybrid
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
In person
Online
Hybrid
In person
In person
Online
In person
In person
In person
In person
Online
In person
In person
Hybrid
In person
Online

81
39
227
28
27
448
19
24
115
87
80
130
27
631
21
24
38
24
45
108
23
51
111
34
26
55
28
28
28
16
32
44
29
22
43
33
54
37

57
26
187
24
19
373
5
20
87
66
57
83
24
451
12
13
19
21
24
85
19
8
89
27
14
36
20
17
14
15
13
32
8
17
25
9
38
27

Note: Enrollment is the total number of students in the participating class’s Canvas site at the time when
data collection commenced. Sample size is the number of students who provided consent and completed
treatment assignment and posttests in each condition. IU = Indiana University; PSU = Penn State University;
UMich = University of Michigan; UMN = University of Minnesota; UN = University of Nebraska.

semester, instructors announced the opportunity to participate in the study and made it clear to their students
that participation in the research study would not change
their experiences in the course but whether their course
data would be provided to the researchers. All students
were then assigned a survey in Canvas that presented
the informed consent statement and the FERPA waiver.
Students’ responses indicated consent or not. These
responses did not affect whether they got credit for this
survey, and responses to these statements were encrypted

so that instructors would not know which students opted
to participate, which protected their privacy regarding
their decision to include their data in this study from
their instructors. The survey also had unlimited attempts
so that students could change their consent status at any
point during the semester.
The treatment quizzes that students completed in Canvas could be automatically graded so that the feedback
could be provided immediately in the Canvas course
site. On each quiz assignment, students either received
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feedback immediately after submitting the assignment
or after a several-day delay (the exact number of days
was selected by the instructor, range = 1–5 days). If
feedback was delayed, a Canvas message notified students when the feedback was available to view. The
default feedback in Canvas presented the quiz items, the
student’s responses, and correct/incorrect indications.
Instructors could choose, via the options available in
Canvas, to include additional information in the feedback message (e.g., correct answers, instructional explanations) or to present more limited information in the
feedback message (e.g., grade only). Thus, all enrolled
students accessed and completed the quizzes as they
normally would and received the same type of feedback.
However, the timing of feedback varied from one quiz
to the next.
Some classes were assigned to the incentivized feedback condition. Students in these classes were assigned
“follow-up” assignments after each quiz they completed.
These follow-up assignments required students to view
the feedback to their original quiz responses and report
specific information from the feedback (e.g., number of
items they missed, the correct answers to the missed
items). The specific content and how many points were
associated with completing these follow-up assignments
were determined by the instructor, as with any course
requirement.
Finally, all enrolled students completed some form of
posttest that assessed their learning from the different
quiz assignments. Frequently, this posttest was a set of
items on an exam that occurred after the quiz, but the
specific type and number of questions on the posttest
varied by class and depended on instructor preference
and disciplinary norms. Note that each student had two
posttest scores; one comprised items that corresponded
to their learning from quiz assignments with immediate
feedback, and one comprised items that corresponded
to their learning from quiz assignments with delayed
feedback.

Data collection
Data were collected from the Canvas course site of each
participating class. The primary dependent variable was
student performance on posttests that assessed learning
from the treatment assignments. Instructors either indicated which of the existing gradebook items measured
relevant learning performance following each treatment
period or uploaded custom outcome measures that were,
most frequently, scores on subsets of exam items (e.g.,
report scores on the first 10 exam items as measuring
learning from one treatment quiz, report scores on the
next 10 exam items as measuring learning from a different treatment quiz, and not report scores on the last 10
items because they were not relevant to the material on
any treatment quiz).
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We collected additional information on a variety of
potential moderators related to student activity (e.g.,
whether they accessed assignments, scores on exams),
course content (e.g., number of assignments, days
between assignment due date and delayed feedback),
and general course information (e.g., discipline, class
size). We were primarily interested in characterizing
aspects of the assignments on which feedback was provided as well as aspects of the exams that assessed
learning from those assignments. Most of the studentlevel moderator values were measured from activity logs
recorded within the Canvas learning management system
and made available through a framework developed by
the Unizin Consortium. One participating university did
not permit access to these activity logs at the time of
data collection, so most of the student-level moderator
values are missing for 11 classes (180 participating
students).
We also obtained publicly available information about
the institutions from College Scorecard and National
Center for Education Statistics College Navigator. See
Table 2 for a list of the moderators. A detailed description of data sources and preprocessing for all measures
is available at https://osf.io/p2csf/. In our primary analyses, the institution-level variables were considered classlevel variables; there were not enough classes per
institution to estimate separate institution-level effects.

Results
Descriptive statistics
Treatment characteristics. Averaging the class averages across all 38 participating classes, we found that the
mean number of items on quiz assignments was 10.15
(SD = 7.00) and that the mean score was 80.76% (SD =
9.45%). The average percentage of items that were retrievalbased (e.g., fill-in-the-blank, numerical response) rather
than recognition-based (e.g., multiple-choice) was 6.76%
(SD = 23.60%, range = 0%–100%), and 42.1% of assignments included explanation feedback beyond the correct
answer. Across all classes, the average number of days
between immediate feedback and delayed feedback was
2.58 (SD = 1.13, range = 1–5).
For those classes assigned to incentivized feedback
(i.e., administered a follow-up assignment about quiz
feedback to incentivize students to view the feedback),
an average of 85.1% of students completed follow-up
assignments when feedback was immediate (SD = 8.9%,
range = 68%–96%), and 73.6% of students completed
follow-up assignments when feedback was delayed (SD =
16.1%, range = 35%–100%). According to students’ Canvas
activity in the 27 classes whose institutions provided
access to the activity logs, most of the feedback on treatment quizzes was viewed, and this was somewhat higher
in the incentivized classes. The mean percentage of
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Table 2. List of Moderator Variables
Level
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Institution
Institution
Institution
Institution
Institution
Institution
Institution
Institution
Institution

Moderator

Scale

Data source

Accessed all treatment assignments (yes/no)
Accessed all delayed feedback (yes/no)
Accessed all immediate feedback (yes/no)
Cumulative time spent on treatment assignments
Cumulative time spent viewing feedback
Average time spent on treatment assignments*
Average time spent viewing feedback*
Number of treatment assignments with feedback view*
Cumulative Canvas grade (percentage correct)
Average number of days before due date that treatment assignments were
submitted
Average number of days after treatment assignments were submitted that delayed
feedback was received
Discipline (STEM vs. non-STEM)
Format (in-class, online, hybrid)
Class size
Proportion of class that is lecture-based
Class level (introductory, immediate, advanced)
Number of exams in class
Number of treatment assignments
Cumulative number of questions in assignments
Assignment question presentation (one at a time, all at once)
Proportion of retrieval-based items (e.g., numerical response, fill-in-the-blank) in
assignments
Assignment difficulty (percentage correct; averaged across assignments)
Number of days between assignment due date and provision of delayed feedback
Type of feedback content on assignments (verification only, correct answer,
explanation)
Assignment value (percentage of class points)
Follow-up assignment value (percentage of class points)
Time constraint on assignments (yes/no)
Number of days between due date of assignments and exam (average by
treatment)
Number of exam questions that correspond to assignments (average by treatment)
Proportion of retrieval-based item (e.g., numerical response, fill-in-the-blank) in
exams
Exam difficulty (percentage correct; averaged across exams)
Exam type (in class vs. take-home)
Exam value (percentage of class points)
Exam question mapping to assignment (exact same as assignment questions, not
exact same)
Consent rate*
Quizzes combined in outcome scores*
Admission rate
Percent part-time faculty
Annual cost of attendance
Graduation rate
Percentage White
Percentage of students receiving federal loans
Percentage of students returning after first year
Percentage of full-time students at institution
Percentage of students receiving income-based Pell grants

Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas

Continuous

Canvas

Categorical
Categorical
Continuous
Continuous
Categorical
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Categorical
Continuous

Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas

Continuous
Continuous
Categorical

Canvas
Canvas
Canvas

Continuous
Continuous
Categorical
Continuous

Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas

Continuous
Continuous

Canvas
Canvas

Continuous
Categorical
Continuous
Categorical

Canvas
Canvas
Canvas
Canvas

Continuous
Categorical
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Canvas
Canvas
College Navigator
College Navigator
College Scorecard
College Scorecard
College Scorecard
College Scorecard
College Scorecard
College Scorecard
College Scorecard

Note: For more details about the measurement of each moderator value, see https://osf.io/p2csf/. Moderator variables marked with an asterisk
(*) were not preregistered and are exploratory. For a justification of our inclusion of these variables, see https://osf.io/q97wa/. STEM = science,
technology, engineering, and math.
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Box 1. In Detail: Base Model
The base model assumes that change in z (Δz) values are normally distributed within each class, c, and estimates the mean, mc, and standard deviation, σc , for each class’s distribution. (The subscript cs refers to the
classroom that student s is in.)
∆z s ∼ N (µcs , σcs )

The means of the class-level distributions, m c, are also assumed to be normally distributed within each incentive condition, i, and the model estimates the mean, γ i , and standard deviation, τi, of these condition-level
distributions for both incentivized and nonincentivized classes.
µc ∼ N ( γ i , τi )
c

c

The standard deviations of the class-level distributions, σc , are γ -distributed across all classes, and the model
estimates the mode and standard deviation of this γ distribution.
σc ∼ G (mode = α, SD = ϕ)
Priors for the model are weakly informative, according to the expected scale of the data.
γ i ∼ N ( 0,1)
τi ∼ G (mode = 1, SD = 2)
α ∼ G (mode = 0.5, SD = 1)
ϕ ∼ G (mode = 1, SD = 2)
For accessible and thorough explanations of the analysis methods used in this research, see Kruschke (2014)
and Kruschke and Liddell (2018a, 2018b).

feedback viewed for the incentivized classes was 82.7%
(SD = 8.6%, range = 67%–96%; 13 classes) and was 76.5%
(SD = 12.5, range = 55%–96%; 14 classes) for the nonincentivized classes. Further exploratory analysis related
to feedback viewing is available at https://osf.io/t73rp/.
Assessment characteristics. The average class had
25.39 (SD = 23.35) assessment questions that were relevant to the quiz feedback and were therefore included in
our measure of posttest performance. The mean score on
posttest assessments was 79.29% (SD = 9.28%).

Condition differences on performance
Quantifying the effect of immediate feedback and
delayed feedback. Because instructors controlled all
aspects of the posttest assessments (e.g., number of items,
how they were scored, item difficulty), we standardized

students’ performance within each posttest assessment using
z scores. We used only assessment items that were relevant
to the feedback the student had previously received. If
instructors reported multiple outcome scores within each
treatment period, we calculated the average z score for
each student separately for outcomes following immediate
and delayed feedback. We then calculated the difference
between a student’s average z score on posttest assessments for which the student had received immediate feedback and posttest assessments for which the student had
received delayed feedback. We refer to this measurement
as change in z (Δz). A positive Δz indicates that the student
tended to perform better, relative to peers on the same
posttest assessment, after receiving immediate feedback on
prior quiz assignments. A negative Δz indicates that the
student tended to perform better, relative to peers on the
same posttest assessment, after receiving delayed feedback
on prior quiz assignments.
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Box 2. In Detail: Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling
We used JAGS (Version 4.3.0; Plummer, 2003) and the R package runjags (Denwood, 2016) for Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. The JAGS specifications of the base model and the four moderator models are
available at https://osf.io/q84t7/.
We assessed model convergence visually and through the potential scale reduction factor, commonly known
 statistic (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). R
 was less than 1.005 for each parameter (values of 1.00 are ideal).
as the R
The effective sample size for each parameter, which estimates the number of independent samples of the
model posterior accounting for autocorrelation of the sampler, was at least 10,000. To meet these goals, we
preregistered a plan for model fitting, which is available at https://osf.io/m38c2/. We fit the models using 48
chains, 5,000 steps of burn-in, and thinning the chain by four steps for every one step kept. For 41 of the 46
 goals after an initial sample of 3,000 steps per
models, we reached our target effective sample size and R
chain. Four models required 9,000 steps per chain, and one model required 81,000 steps per chain.

Effect of immediate feedback compared with delayed
feedback. We used a hierarchical Bayesian model (see
Boxes 1 and 2) to estimate the effect of immediate feedback compared with delayed feedback within each class
and to estimate the effect of immediate feedback compared with delayed feedback across all classes within each
incentive condition.
Figure 1 shows the model’s estimates of the average
Δz score for each individual class as well as the two
condition-level estimates (i.e., an estimate of the mean
of the classes within the incentivized condition and an
estimate of the mean of the classes in the nonincentivized condition). The overall estimate for the average Δz
across classes was 0.002 (95% highest density interval
[HDI] = [−0.05, 0.05]), which indicates that there was no
overall effect of feedback timing across classes. In classes
with incentive to view feedback, the estimated average
Δz was 0.00 (95% HDI = [−0.06, 0.06]). In classes with
no incentive to view feedback, the estimated average Δz
was 0.00 (95% HDI = [−0.08, 0.08]). The estimated difference in average Δz for incentivized classes relative to
nonincentivized classes was 0.00 (95% HDI = [−0.10,
0.10]). In sum, there is no overall effect of feedback timing, and this does not depend on incentive condition.
Heterogeneity analysis. To describe the heterogeneity
of the effect of immediate feedback compared with
delayed feedback across classes, we relied on the visual
display of the data as well as estimated measures of the
distribution, which have advantages over conventional
heterogeneity statistics (Borenstein et al., 2017; Rücker
et al., 2008). The model estimates the heterogeneity of the
effect of immediate feedback compared with delayed
feedback across classes in each condition (condition-level
2
variance, τi ). These two parameters, one for each incentive condition, describe the variance in average Δz scores
between classes. In the incentivized feedback condition,
the standard deviation between classes’ average Δz scores
was 0.06 (95% HDI = [0.01, 0.14]). In the nonincentivized

feedback condition, the standard deviation between
classes’ average Δz scores was 0.06 (95% HDI = [0.0004,
0.16]). Thus, according to the model’s estimates, there was
not large heterogeneity in the effect of feedback timing
across classes. In Figure 2, we visualize the model’s estimate of the distribution of classes in each condition, which
can be used to infer the expected effect of immediate
feedback compared with delayed feedback, and the uncertainty of the effect in new classes.
Moderator analyses. To explore the degree to which the
effect of immediate feedback compared with delayed feedback depended on characteristics of the class or student,
we estimated the relation between each moderator and Δz
scores using a series of hierarchical Bayesian models (for
a list of the moderators, see Table 2). For each moderator,
one of four different models was selected depending on
whether the moderator was measured on a metric or nominal scale and whether the moderator was at the class level
or student level. All four models shared the same hierarchical structure as the base model described above but
with additional parameters to account for potential effects
of the moderator on either student-level means or classlevel means (see Box 3).
Figure 3 shows the estimated coefficients for all classand student-level moderators. Because we modeled only
one moderator at a time (and thus ignore any possible
interactions), this analysis is primarily intended to generate candidate moderators and not to definitively compare the relative strength of moderators. Furthermore,
we emphasize that the moderators are observed and not
manipulated, so the usual caveats about correlations
apply. We found that the estimated 95% HDI contained
zero for all moderators. In other words, there were no
moderators that demonstrated a consistent effect on Δz
scores.
There are several possible explanations of these
results, which we cover in the Discussion section, but
one class of moderators that is worth a closer look is

Class ID
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11
20
28
3
1
12
18
31
4
13
26
2
36
37
30
10
9
32
15
8
35
21
7
27
11
34
22
38
24
25
5
33
19
23
29
17
16
14
6

Incentive Condition
Nonincentivized
Incentivized

Nonincentivized
Incentivized
Overall Effect
−0.3

−0.2

−0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

Relative Benefit of Immediate Feedback, ∆z
Fig. 1. Class- and condition-level estimates of the relative benefit of immediate feedback. The width of each bar represents the
95% highest density interval of the posterior estimate for a class. The thicker bar represents the 50% highest density interval,
and the point represents the median.

moderators related to dosage of the treatment quizzes.
A unique piece of the ManyClasses paradigm is that
teachers can choose how to implement the target manipulation. For example, the teachers in this study decided
on (a) the number of treatment quizzes, (b) the number
of questions per quiz, and (c) the length of time between
immediate and delayed feedback. These decisions have
the effect of picking out a portion or region of the possible space of experimental designs. The benefit of this
approach is that the experiments we ran in each class

represented the teachers’ authentic choices for how to
use these quizzes in practice and thus arguably represent
a more realistic estimate of the effects in practice,
whereas the drawback is that there are portions of the
design space that, had they been better covered, may
have produced a more powerful experimental test.
In the following paragraphs, we highlight these three
moderators that are directly related to the dosage of the
manipulation. The goal is not to make definitive yes/no
claims about whether the moderators matter or whether
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there was or was not a statistically significant effect
(Wasserstein et al., 2019). Statistically, there were no
moderators that demonstrated a consistent effect on Δz
scores. Rather, the goal is to showcase the findings of
preregistered contrasts and how our observations were
not evenly distributed across moderator values, which
resulted in differential coverage of the design space
because of the teacher’s authentic choices.
First, the number of treatment quizzes varied from
just two (one per feedback condition) to 18 (nine per
feedback condition). Out of the 38 classes, 17 had either
one or two quizzes per feedback condition. Figure 4
shows the pattern of class-level results across different
levels of the moderator. The majority of classes are in
the low-dosage region, and the estimates in these classes
all hover tightly around zero. But there is an indication
that uncertainty is high in the higher dosage region of
the design space (e.g., when more quizzes were administered). Again, there are no credibly nonzero effects of
this moderator, and it does not interact with incentive
condition, but the trends in the data suggest that the
higher dosage region is one in which feedback timing
may have practical effects.
Second, along similar lines, the cumulative number
of quiz questions across the full semester ranged from

Incentive Condition
Nonincentivized
Incentivized

−1.0

−0.5

0.0

0.5

Relative Benefit of Immediate Feedback, ∆z
Classroom-Level Means

1.0

Fig. 2. Estimated distribution of class-level means in both incentive
conditions. The observed mean of each class is indicated by the tick
marks on the horizontal axis. Some of the observed means fall well
outside the model’s estimated distribution of means because the model
estimates that the true mean of the class is much closer to zero.

Box 3. In Detail: Moderator Models
Each of the four moderator models includes all the parameters of the base model (see Box 1). Here we detail
the additional parameters added to the base model to capture the relationship between the moderating variable and student-level or class-level means.
For student-level moderators, the model included an additional parameter, βc , in the estimate of change in
z s . The level of the moderator for student s is x s . When the moderator is continuous, a single value of βc is
estimated for each class, and the model is a linear regression. When the moderator is categorical, separate
values of βc are estimated for each distinct level of x in each class. The βc values are assumed to be normally distributed in each incentive condition i, with mean θi and standard deviation ωi . These values provide
an estimate of the overall moderator effect and its consistency across classes.
∆z s ∼ N (µc + βc x s , σc )
s

s

s

βc ∼ N ( θi , ωi )
c

c

Weakly informative priors were placed on the condition-level mean and standard deviation.
θi ∼ N (0,1)
ωi ∼ G ( mode = 0.5, SD = 1)
For class-level moderators, the βi parameter is introduced in the estimate of the class-level means, m c, with i
representing the two incentive conditions. The same principles of the student-level moderator apply: xc is the
level of the moderator for the class, and one or more β values are estimated depending on whether the moderator is continuous or categorical. In this model, there is no hierarchical structure to the estimate of βi , and
so a prior is placed directly on βi .
µc ∼ N ( γ i + βi xc , τi )
c

c

βi ∼ N (0,1)

c
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Class

Size
Proportion Lecture
Number of Treatment Quizzes
Number of Exams
Level: Intro
Level: Intermediate
Level: Advanced
Format: Online
Format: In-Class
Format: Hybrid
Discipline: STEM
Discipline: Non-STEM
E
Quizzes Combined in Outcome Scores: Yes
E
Quizzes Combined in Outcome Scores: No
E
Consent Rate

Exam

Questions Identical to Quiz Questions: Yes
Questions Identical to Quiz Questions: No
Number of Questions Mapped to Quizzes
Exam Type: Take Home
Exam Type: In Class
Difficulty: Avg. % Correct
Avg. Days Between Quiz and Exam
% Retrieval Based Exam Items
% Class Points

Institution

Graduation Rate
Avg. Annual Cost
Admission Rate
% White Students
% Students Returning After 1st Year
% Students Receiving Pell Grants
% Students Receiving Fed. Loans
% Full Time Students
% Full Time Faculty

Quiz

Time Constraint: Yes
Time Constraint: No
Question Presentation: Simultaneous
Question Presentation: Sequential
Follow Up % of Class Points
Feedback Content: Verification
Feedback Content: Explanation
Feedback Content: Correct Ans.
Delay Length for Delayed Feedback
Cumulative Number of Questions
Avg. % Correct
% of Retrieval Based Items
% of Class Points

Student

Time Spent Viewing Feedback
Time Spent on Treatment Quizzes
Days Submitted Before Due Date
Days Feedback After Submission
Cumulative Grade
Accessed All Treatment Quizzes: Yes
Accessed All Treatment Quizzes: No
Accessed All Immediate Feedback: Yes
Accessed All Immediate Feedback: No
Accessed All Delayed Feedback: Yes
Accessed All Delayed Feedback: No
E
Number of Quizzes With Viewed Feedback
E
Avg. Time Spent Viewing Feedback
E
Avg. Time Spent on Treatment Quizzes
−0.2

0.0

0.2

Moderator Coefficient
Incentive Condition:

Incentivized

Nonincentivized

Fig. 3. Estimated coefficients for moderators on Δz scores. Positive coefficients mean that an increase in
the value of the moderator (continuous moderators) or a shift to this level of the moderator relative to
other levels of the moderator (discrete moderators) is correlated with an increase in the relative benefit
of immediate feedback. Lines span the 95% highest density interval, and the dot represents the median.
Moderators with e designation were not preregistered.
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0.2

Incentive Condition
No
Yes

0.0

−0.2

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Number of Treatment Quizzes
Incentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.122 to 0.016
Nonincentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.04 to 0.119
Fig. 4. Relationship between number of treatment quizzes and the effect of feedback timing.
The model’s median estimate of the mean Δz score for each class is shown as a circle. The
vertical lines show the 95% highest density interval estimate for each class. Sample regression lines from the model’s posterior distribution are shown in the background. These lines
represent plausible fits. We show a sample of these lines to visualize the model’s uncertainty.
A small amount of horizontal jitter has been added to the points to improve the clarity of
the visualization.

just eight (four questions per condition) to 198 (99 questions per condition). This represents substantial variation
in how much potential feedback students were exposed
to throughout the class. Figure 5 shows the pattern at
the class level as the cumulative number of quiz questions varies. Naturally, this moderator is correlated with
the number of treatment quizzes (Spearman’s ρ = .79),
and the pattern of results is similar.
Third, teachers also varied the length of delay between
immediate and delayed feedback, and it ranged from 1 to
5 days. The modal choice was 3 days, but most teachers
(32 of 38) opted for no more than 3 days of delay. Figure
6 shows the pattern of class-level results across different
delay periods. Visually, the preponderance of negative
slopes suggests that as the delay increases, the relative
benefit of delayed feedback increases. However, as with
the other moderators, there is sufficient uncertainty in the
estimates that we cannot make strong claims here, and
there are indications that we have undersampled the
region of the design space in which the manipulation
might have had a stronger influence on student performance. In this case, we also ended up, by chance, with
no classes in the incentivized feedback condition with a
delay longer than 3 days. All six classes with 4- or 5-day
delays were in the nonincentivized feedback condition.

In addition to decisions about dosage, teachers also
controlled features of the posttests that were used to
measure student learning from the feedback-timing
manipulation. One salient aspect of the posttest exams
was the kinds of assessment questions that teachers
chose to use. We categorized the questions as retrievalbased or not and calculated the proportion of retrievalbased questions on the exams. Unlike the moderators
directly related to dosage of the treatment quizzes, here
the natural choices of teachers were nearly optimal for
a contrast between low and high use of retrieval-based
questions. Most teachers used either all retrieval-based
questions or all non-retrieval-based questions on the
posttest exams. Perhaps because of this, the estimates
for the effect of this moderator were the closest to
reaching our decision threshold for statistical credibility
(and, in fact, do barely cross this threshold if we compute a posterior estimate for an overall moderator coefficient averaging across the coefficient estimates for
both incentive conditions; 95% HDI = [−0.113, −0.002]).
Figure 7 shows the pattern of class-level results across
the different levels of the moderator, and the negative
slopes suggest potential benefits of delayed feedback
when learning is assessed with more retrieval-based
items.
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0.2

Incentive Condition
No
Yes

0.0

−0.2

0

50

100

150

200

Cumulative Number of Quiz Questions
Incentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.108 to 0.043
Nonincentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.043 to 0.125
Fig. 5. Relationship between number of cumulative number of quiz questions and the effect
of feedback timing. The model’s median estimate of the mean Δz score for each class is shown
as a circle. The vertical lines show the 95% highest density interval estimate for each class.
Sample regression lines from the model’s posterior distribution are shown in the background.
These lines represent plausible fits. We show a sample of these lines to visualize the model’s
uncertainty.

Discussion
The effect of feedback timing on
student learning
This first iteration of ManyClasses compared the effects
of immediate feedback with delayed feedback on Canvas
quizzes throughout the course of the Fall 2019 semester.
It included data from 38 classes with a total of 2,081 participating students. The results indicate the global effect
of feedback timing on learning activities is close to zero.
We infer that under routine implementations such as
those measured in the current study, there is no broadly
generalizable difference in learning performance on
educationally relevant outcomes when students receive
immediate feedback on their learning activities compared
with delayed feedback.
Our observation of no main effect of feedback timing
on student performance in more than three dozen classes
provides a prominent benchmark in research on feedback in educational settings. Many recommendations for
the benefits of immediate feedback stem from the metaanalysis by Kulik and Kulik (1988), which reported small
to moderate advantages for immediate feedback in 10
out of 11 studies conducted in classroom settings that
often lacked experimental designs. Recent views point
to the potential benefits of delayed feedback (e.g., Butler

& Woodward, 2018; Mullaney et al., 2014), and two classroom experiments provide empirical support for delaying
feedback on classroom quizzes (Mullet et al., 2014). Our
results suggest that these past findings from a small number of classrooms may have limited external validity
because we see no indication of a single global effect of
feedback timing that generalizes across classrooms. Note
that it is not the case that we observe high uncertainty
in this estimate; rather, our model estimated a main effect
of feedback timing that was tight around zero.
The next question is whether the effect of feedback
timing changed systematically with different kinds of
classes, students, or implementations used by the teachers
in this study. Preregistered analyses of 40 different candidate moderators found no strong evidence of systematic
differences in the effects of feedback timing between
students or classes. The few classes in which the effect
of feedback timing appeared to deviate from zero (shown
in Figure 2) had small numbers of students and thus did
not exert strong influence on these estimates. We also
examined whether the effect of feedback timing was
influenced by incentives for students to view the feedback and found no overall interaction between feedback
timing and these incentives on learning performance.
We do, however, observe suggestive evidence of small
moderator influences in the current study, but uncertainty in our estimates of moderator effects prevents us
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Incentive Condition
No
Yes

0.0

−0.2

0

1
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5

Days Between Due Date and Delayed Feedback
Incentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.141 to 0.051
Nonincentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.134 to 0.009

Fig. 6. Relationship between length of the delay for delayed feedback and the effect of
feedback timing. The model’s median estimate of the mean Δz score for each class is shown
as a circle. The vertical lines show the 95% highest density interval estimate for each class.
Sample regression lines from the model’s posterior distribution are shown in the background.
These lines represent plausible fits. We show a sample of these lines to visualize the model’s
uncertainty. A small amount of horizontal jitter has been added to the points to improve the
clarity of the visualization.

from drawing clear inferences about them. Specifically,
there was a trend for students to perform better following delayed feedback in classes in which posttest exam
items were retrieval-based (e.g., fill-in-the-blank rather
than multiple-choice). In addition, primarily in classes
in which viewing feedback was incentivized, measures
related to the “dosage” of treatment at the class level
(e.g., number of quizzes, cumulative number of questions, length of feedback delay) all suggest, from their
consistent directional trends, that increasing the amount
of feedback and the length of feedback delay may
improve performance following delayed feedback relative to immediate feedback. Such trends are consistent
with Mullet et al.’s (2014) observation of advantages for
delayed feedback under a classroom protocol that
involved a retrieval step during outcome testing, incentives for looking at feedback, a 7-day delay for the
release of feedback, and a large amount of feedback (18
practice quizzes with more than 200 questions total).
These statements suggesting that increasing delayed
feedback dosage may be associated with possible benefits of delayed feedback for retrieval tasks are highly
speculative and must be clearly caveated. They are based
on trends that are consistent with a particular theoretical
interpretation but that did not achieve our threshold for
making credible inferences. We mention these trends

primarily because the amount of feedback that teachers
administered for the current study was modest. Only one
class in the current study had levels of exposure to
delayed feedback that were comparable with Mullet
et al.’s (2014) study, and none of the classes in which
viewing feedback was incentivized had delays greater
than 3 days. Given the consistent trends across several
moderators and the current study’s sparse coverage of
classes with high exposure to delayed feedback, we feel
that it merits speculation that benefits for delayed feedback may yet exist in these undersampled circumstances.
However, our evidence is convincing that inferences
drawn from such circumstances do not generalize to
improvements under more routine settings in which the
current ManyClasses study was conducted.

The benefits and challenges of the
ManyClasses methodology
Authenticity to routine educational practice is both the
current study’s primary advantage and a disadvantage for
our ability to estimate moderating effects. Our experiment was distributed across 38 college classes and
required minimal qualifying criteria—the class needed to
include at least two automatically graded online quizzes
in Canvas. This ease of recruitment provided beneficial
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Proportion of Retrieval-Based Exam Items
Incentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.106 to 0
Nonincentivized Feedback 95% HDI: −0.162 to 0.035
Fig. 7. Relationship between the proportion of retrieval-based exam items and the effect of
feedback timing. The model’s median estimate of the mean Δz score for each class is shown as
a circle. The vertical lines show the 95% highest density interval estimate for each class. Sample
regression lines from the model’s posterior distribution are shown in the background. These lines
represent plausible fits. We show a sample of these lines to visualize the model’s uncertainty.

features, such as the ability to assess the effect of feedback timing’s replicability (i.e., we were able to recruit
many independent samples), robustness to variation (i.e.,
we were able to recruit diverse classes that varied on
numerous dimensions), and ecological validity (i.e., we
were able to recruit classes that were representative of
typical practice). But this design space (the 38 classes in
which we embedded the experiment) was not uniformly
sampled from all possible class designs (as would be the
case in a metastudy; Baribault et al., 2017). Instead, it
was biased toward typical practice in contemporary college learning settings. Thus, the current study is ill-suited
to determine whether immediate or delayed feedback
timing could be beneficial under special circumstances
but is particularly well suited to determine whether feedback timing affects student learning under authentic circumstances, which it does not (see Tipton & Hedges,
2017). We believe these contingencies, whether and how
cognitive principles of learning translate to improvements
in common educational situations, are where the psychological science of learning has room to improve.
Forty-five years ago, Cronbach (1975) argued that any
effect in social science, and particularly in student instruction, should not be assumed to be stable but, rather, will
vary across situations; and he repeatedly lamented the
difficulty of collecting the “enormous volumes of data
. . . required to pin down higher interactions as significant.” Cronbach went on to write, “It is rarely practical

to obtain information in a large number of situations.
And the statistical estimates typically describe the gross
aggregation of conditions instead of pinning down just
what joint action of situational variables produces a particular effect” (p. 124). Our current findings are consistent
with Cronbach’s insights, and we also endorse his articulation of the practical difficulties of this kind of research.
Despite the current unprecedented collaboration in education research (Makel et al., 2019), with 38 classes, we
have scarcely begun to approach the sample size required
to clearly “pin down” these effects. Part of this challenge
is attributable to our ManyClasses model, in which the
degree of exposure to experimental manipulations and
the precision of the outcome measures are permitted to
vary across sites, which contrasts with other multisite
studies that measure invariant interventions and objective
outcomes (for which our current sample likely would
have been sufficiently powered for detecting moderator
effects; Bloom & Spybrook, 2017). Future ManyClasses
studies will need to cast a wider net across the design
space of classes if we are to convincingly detail what
works for whom in what context.
Our study also revealed the practical challenges of
conducting this type of experimental education research.
The teachers who participated in this collaborative effort
should be lauded for their time, their expertise, and their
willingness to embed an ambitious project in their course.
But the coordination between educational practice and
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experimental research multiplied the complexities of
both. For example, during the semester-long period of
data collection, due dates were changed without updating
the feedback release dates, students contacted the
research team with questions about course content, and
more. We were often able to promptly remedy these
issues, but at other times, we were forced to exclude
treatment assignments (and then rebalance the design for
that class) because they had been compromised. Future
ManyClasses studies might avoid such issues if a tool were
available for systematically facilitating experimental
research in online learning settings, which we are currently pursuing (https://terracotta.education). Differences
also were apparent in instructors’ beliefs about feedback
and the ways they communicated the research to their
students, which were unmeasured for the current study
and likely added variance (Hulleman & Cordray, 2009).
Finally, we also found that reporting outcome scores separately for each treatment was particularly challenging in
some cases. Some instructors’ assessments were more
cumulative across content and not easily separable
between the content learned from quizzes with immediate
feedback and content learned from quizzes with delayed
feedback, which resulted in less precise outcome measures than would be desirable.
Nevertheless, these varied, suboptimal situations are
precisely the classroom settings that require evidencebased insights for how to improve student learning
(Koedinger et al., 2013; Motz et al., 2018). Psychological
science is often looked to for these types of abstract
principles of learning (Benassi et al., 2014), but our
study reveals one example in which a psychologically
relevant variable is inconsequential for routine practice
at a global level. These findings imply that repeated A/B
testing of a global effect in isolated settings will likely
yield conflicting findings with limited external validity
and perpetuate opacity about effective practices for
improving student learning (see also, Yarkoni, 2020). If
we, as researchers, hope to effectively translate theory
into practice, we should be conducting a totally different
kind of science, like the current study, that takes into
account natural variation between settings. Our findings
reveal that this kind of science needs to be massively
scaled, perhaps an order of magnitude larger than
ManyClasses1, if we are going to convincingly answer
questions of what works for whom in what settings.

Limitations and Future Directions
There are trade-offs inherent in any research design. For
example, a researcher might conduct a study in a sterile
lab setting to control or optimize critical features, such
as the strength of the manipulation and the precision of
the outcome measure. In contrast, a different researcher
might conduct a study in a class setting in which the
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findings gain external validity at the cost of these tight
controls. The ManyClasses model is no exception. In fact,
by conducting an experiment across many different
classes, our study shines a spotlight on sources of variability that are relevant to experimental design but rarely
given much consideration when studies draw from only
one sample. When an experiment is conducted in a single
class, the study may carry the guise of controlling the
classroom context, but in reality, these contextual features vary widely in normative practice. We have argued
for the necessity of incorporating these contextual classroom features into the research design, and even though
these features are no more consequential in our study
than in any single-class study, they are more visible here.
We highlight two categories of issues to inform future
research using the ManyClasses paradigm.
First, aspects of the current research design may have
improved external validity but also may have diluted the
experimental manipulation and made it harder to detect
effects. For example, it is common in lab studies to
control the frequency and duration of participants’ exposure to the study materials. We did not control students’
behaviors related to the feedback message but let them
vary in natural ways. This means that students may have
accessed their feedback multiple times (e.g., immediately and 3 days later) or shared their feedback with
other students. Both of these behaviors would reduce
the differences between the immediate and delayed
feedback conditions. It is also common in lab studies to
control how closely the content to be learned matches
the final outcome measure. We did not control teachers’ decisions about the contents of treatment quizzes
or their assessments. Because of this, the concepts that
students learned on one quiz may have overlapped
with the concepts on another quiz, again, potentially
diluting the experimental contrast. Likewise, the match
between the contents of the treatment quizzes and the
teachers’ reported outcomes may have varied between
classes in unmeasured ways. In total, the current study
clearly lacked the control that would be characteristic
of laboratory research.
Second, our method of recruiting classes may limit the
generalizability of these results to other samples. We used
an open recruitment model in which we advertised the
study widely and invited interested teachers to apply to
participate. Although we leveraged campus teaching centers for our initial callout, our recruitment model largely
contrasts with a top-down approach in which a researcher
purposively selects one or more classes to be included
in a research project. Our open model had a variety of
advantages, which included producing a motivated,
diverse group of teachers from outside our circles who
were willing to collaborate with our team. Yet this
approach revealed another trade-off in which we
achieved breadth at the cost of control. For example, our
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Box 4. Lessons Learned
Plan on it taking twice as long as you think it will take.
•• This project was hard and took longer than expected. The primary team gathered in May 2018, and data
collection launched in Fall 2019—more than a full year of planning. It helped to streamline all communication (e.g., single contact person for teachers, prerecorded training videos) and to have a clear
checklist of ordered tasks (e.g., institutional approval, then recruitment).
Collaboration is key for success.
•• The author and acknowledgments lists are a tribute to the team-based nature of this study. Our core
team had diverse areas of expertise (e.g., education research, big data, cognitive theory) that complemented each other. We also leveraged our connections with Unizin to facilitate recruitment and identify
a set of enthusiastic teachers and administrators at each location to champion outreach efforts.
Teachers’ active contributions to the research made this project possible.
•• We formed true researcher-teacher partnerships with the 38 participating teachers, and teachers took on
key responsibilities in the research design. They contributed by working with us to discuss their instructional materials, orient us to their Canvas course sites, and implement the manipulation in a way that
ensured we obtained the best data possible within the constraints of their class context.
Flexibility is necessary when working across institutions.
•• Our project required approval of a multisite protocol, and the agreement process looked slightly different at each participating institution. We had to be flexible in terms of the specific personnel who needed
to be included, the precise order of steps for approval, and the timeline. Multiinstitutional education
research would benefit from the standardization of data-sharing agreements.
Transparency and open science practices made our science better.
•• We prioritized transparency—administrators knew the precise data we were going to collect, teachers
knew how their assignments would be shaped by the study, students consented to share their data, and
all materials and analyses were preregistered. These practices increased the buy-in from stakeholders,
facilitated the data-sharing agreements with institutions, and enhanced the credibility of our results.
There are trade-offs to control compared with authenticity.
•• Our strategy was to maximize teacher choice and authenticity to their class norms within the context of
an experiment. This strategy resulted in ecologically valid settings, but at the cost of some control over
specific features (e.g., treatment dosage, precision of outcomes). It is key to plan each decision (e.g.,
minimum dosage, open recruitment) in a way that fits with the goals of the research project.
We need technology that enables experimentation in diverse classrooms.
•• This project was largely completed manually; a researcher manually created groups of students in
Canvas, manually released feedback at the appropriate delay, and manually recorded outcome scores
mapped to each treatment quiz. Experimental education research would benefit from streamlined
technology that automates these processes seamlessly within the learning management system.
ManyClasses projects may need to include many more classes.
•• We worked in 38 classes, but realistically, more classes are needed to test the effects of class-level
moderators. This is especially true when teacher choice is maximized and there are unpredictable
distributions of moderator values. The power of the statistical test is different if almost all teachers
choose the same value than if teachers choose well-distributed values across the design space.
sample did not have strong representation from classes
with large amounts of online quizzes, which might be
normative in some disciplines. In addition, we recruited
classes of college students, and it remains unknown
whether the findings would generalize to classes with
less advanced student populations. Likewise, we worked

exclusively with teachers who volunteered to be included
in a research study, and it is certainly possible that they
differ in consequential ways (e.g., prior experience, classroom management style) from teachers who would not
volunteer. Ideally, perhaps, we might have used a targeted recruitment strategy to obtain a representative
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sample with proportionate representation of all kinds of
classes, pedagogies, teachers, and students, but the concept of a representative sample of learning environments
is currently undefined.
For researchers considering the use of the ManyClasses
paradigm, or any field experiment in education, these
two issues highlight the need to think critically about the
trade-offs inherent in classroom-based research (also see
Box 4). Specifically, what is gained in authenticity is lost
in control. We have advanced a model that estimates
differences in student learning during routine educational
practice, when teachers manipulate a single instructional
variable, effectively simulating what happens when
teachers adopt an instructional recommendation. We
believe this model has value but comes at the cost of our
ability to maximize, via experimental control, the potential size of the measured effect. For this reason, we
remind readers that feedback timing may still affect student learning in some contexts. However, instructional
recommendations drawn from such limited contexts do
not generalize broadly.

Conclusion
Given these limitations and challenges, what should one
conclude from this study? First, we have observed evidence that there is no single, invariable benefit to receiving feedback immediately after a learning activity or when
this feedback is delayed by a few days. Across typical
college educational settings, the estimate of such a main
effect is confidently close to zero. Second, our efforts to
clearly identify moderating effects, situations in which the
effect of feedback timing might deviate from zero, may
have been hindered by a limited sample across the relevant design space and perhaps by low precision in our
outcome measures. The current results suggest that future
ManyClasses efforts will require yet grander scales with
wider samples than the current study. Even so, our current
results provide hints that in certain kinds of classes, which
were undersampled in the current study, there may be
modest advantages for delayed feedback. Third and finally,
despite its obvious difficulties, one should conclude that
this kind of experimental research is feasible in educational settings. The current ManyClasses study stands as a
proof of concept that it is possible to test diverse implementations of an instructional recommendation and to

assess the efficacy of these implementations for improving
authentic measures of student learning.

Appendix: Moderator R2 Analysis
Overview
Our initial, preregistered plan for summarizing the
effect of each moderator on the student-level and
class-level means included generating an additional
metric beyond simply reporting the credible intervals
of the coefficients. This metric is based on the increase
in the proportion of variance explained with the addition of the moderator over the base model, and we
describe it below. We planned to use this to identify
which moderators were worth exploring in more detail
and to provide a high-level summary of the moderators. However, in practice, we found the metric unhelpful, especially at the class level. There was simply too
much uncertainty in the estimates to extract useful
information. We ultimately decided to just directly
present the posteriors of the moderator coefficients.
In this Appendix, we present the planned analysis and
the results (Fig. A1).

Summary of metric
One way to estimate the strength of the relationship
between moderators and student-level or class-level
means is to estimate the proportion of variance of the
means explained by each model. The models that contain a moderator that is predictive of Δz scores will tend
to explain a larger portion of the student-level or classlevel variance. To do this, we measured the ratio of
explained variance over explained variance plus residual
variance. This measure is closely related to R 2 but is
adapted for a Bayesian framework (Gelman et al., 2019).
The values range between zero and one, and larger
values indicate a greater proportion of variance explained.
For class-level moderators, the predicted average for a
class was the sum of the condition-level estimate and
moderator effect ( γ i + βi xc ), and the residual variance
was the difference between this prediction and m c. For
student-level moderators, the predicted Δz for a student
was the sum of the class mean and moderator effect
( µc + βc x s ), and the residual variance was the difference between this prediction and the observed Δz.
c

s

s

c
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Class

Size
Proportion Lecture
Number of Treatment Quizzes
Number of Exams
Format (In-Person, Hybrid, Online)
Discipline (STEM vs. Non-STEM)
Class Level
E
Quizzes Combined in Outcome Scores
E
Consent Rate

Exam

Questions Identical to Quiz Questions
Number of Questions Mapped to Quizzes
Exam Type (In Class vs. Take Home)
Difficulty: Avg. % Correct
Avg. Days Between Quiz and Exam
% Retrieval Based Exam Items
% Class Points

Institution

Graduation Rate
Avg. Annual Cost
Admission Rate
% White Students
% Students Returning After 1st Year
% Students Receiving Pell Grants
% Students Receiving Fed. Loans
% Full Time Students
% Full Time Faculty

Quiz

Time Constraint
Simultaneous vs. Sequential Questions
Follow Up % of Class Points
Feedback Content Type
Delay Length for Delayed Feedback
Cumulative Number of Questions
Avg. % Correct
% of Retrieval Based Items
% of Class Points

0.00

Student

Time Spent Viewing Feedback
Time Spent on Treatment Quizzes
Days Submitted Before Due Date
Days Feedback After Submission
Cumulative Grade
Accessed All Treatment Quizzes
Accessed All Immediate FeedbackNo
Accessed All Delayed Feedback
E
Number of Quizzes With Viewed Feedback
E
Avg. Time Spent Viewing Feedback
E
Avg. Time Spent on Treatment Quizzes
0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Moderator Bayes R 2
Incentive Condition:

Nonincentivized

Incentivized

Fig. A1. Posterior estimates for R2 for each moderator. The thin lines span the 95% highest density
interval (HDI). The thicker line spans the 50% HDI, and the box is centered on the median. Moderators
with e designation were not preregistered.
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